Worksheet 3. Vocabulary practice

Choose the correct completions.

1. The name Mei Xiang means a beautiful (view / fragrance). This word means that something smells good.

2. People have two hips. Mei Xiang has black (socks / stockings) that go from her feet to her hips.

3. Hind legs are the legs in the (front / back) of an animal’s body.

4. Oval objects have a shape like (wheels / eggs).

5. A black band is a black (dot / line).

6. Pyramids are (wider / taller) at the bottom than at the top.

7. The imaginary line that goes around the (middle / end) of the earth is the equator.

8. Offspring means a (child / parent).

9. A pale color is a (light / dark) color.

10. England is (across / behind) the English Channel from France.

11. Veterinarians give physical examinations to (people / animals).

12. The Mississippi River is 2,300 miles (2,552 kilometers) in (size / shape).